
Tips on how to approach grade pieces ABRSM SAXOPHONE G2 

A:1 Allegretto 

 
This is a good piece to choose if you are confident playing with legato phrasing in a 
compound time signature, (beats dividing into three quavers, not two); if you are 
not comfortable with this, maybe consider choosing another piece. 
 
Before starting work on this piece, try to listen online to a recording of the 
saxophone version of this piece https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q2qiOudhAJE , which is 
also available as part of your exam downloads; use the code in the back of your 
book to access these. 
 
Before starting work on learning the piece it may help to play a G major scale and 
arpeggio from the Grade 1 syllabus, available from Masquerade Music at 
https://www.masquerade-music.co.uk/freemusic.html , to get the feel of the key. See if you can 
spot fragments of the scale and arpeggio in the piece. 
 
Practice starting the piece by counting two bars in; Count ‘1 & a, 2 & a, 1 & a, 2 & a’ 
before you begin playing to get the feel of the compound time signature, with its 
two dotted crotchet beats per bar each dividing into three quavers.  
 
Then get familiar with the notes, working in four bar phrases. The G to low D in bar 4 
may need a bit of extra practice. Similarly, the rhythm in bar 8 with its semiquavers 
will take a bit of practice, making sure that the emphasis is on the C and the As, not 
the Bs. You may find it helpful to listen again to the online recording of the piece or 
example track from your downloads while following the sheet music to get the hang 
of this rhythm. 
 
In the third phrase, first of all practise bar 12 without the grace note, then once you 
are confident with that, add in the C so that the C and B sound as two equal 
semiquavers in the third quaver beat. The challenge of the final phrase is the 
accidentals in bars 13 – 14, so practise saying the notes as you finger them before 
playing them. Don’t be afraid of pencilling any reminders that you might find 
helpful! 
 
Once you have got your head and fingers around the notes, focus on the 
articulation, in particular the slurs that give the piece its character. Sometimes there 
are three quavers in a slur and sometimes it is only the first two of a group of three 
quavers that are slurred, so as you practise make sure you pay attention to which 
pattern you are playing. 



 
Next focus on the dynamics, which cover the range from piano to forte. The first 
four bar section should be a nice consistent mezzo forte, then in the second four bar 
phrase you drop down to mezzo piano before a crescendo in bar 7 takes you back to 
your starting dynamic of mf. The third phrase should be a strong, confident forte, 
which will help the high notes to come out clearly. The final four bar phrase changes 
suddenly each bar, starting mp, then p, then f again to the end, providing a strong 
ending to the piece. 
 
This piece is one of a collection of Short and Easy Pieces for Piano by CPE Bach, one 
of the famous sons of the very famous composer JS Bach. It is in a Classical style 
similar to early Mozart, and has a gentle, pastoral (countryside) feel. Try picturing a 
simple countryside scene or listening to the beginning of the fifth movement of 
Beethoven’s Pastoral Symphony here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VFU9CqDt5so to get 
in the right mood.  
 
You could try playing along with a metronome or metronome app, building the 
speed if necessary until you can play at about dotted crotchet = 69, (two beats per 
bar). Then try playing along with the full version from your downloads and finally 
the piano backing; practise until you are confident.  


